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Trump is the president:  

The First 100 days  

  

Who knew that 

2017 would start out in 

such a way, Trump was 

hardly taken seriously and 

everyone I talked to 

(including in Ireland 2016) 

thought Hillary would win. 

Yet here we are and as one 

radio talk show host stated 

“we got exactly who we 

voted for”.  With that said 

one policy that has much 

heated debate is the ban on 

illegal immigrants from 

seven Muslim major 

countries, to create a 

“fortress America” 

according to Michael 

Weiss senior editor for the 

Daily Beast. The initial ban 

was on people from Iraq, 

Iran, Libya, Somalia, 

Sudan, Syria and Yemen, 

set to expire in 90 days, 

and the ban on refugees in 

120 days. The pretentious 

order enacted a temporary 

pause on people entering 

the country so that the 

administration could 

develop more stringent and 

extreme vetting measures. 

Yet Trump was sidelined 

by the” a three-judge panel 

on the U.S. Court of 

Appeals for the 9th Circuit 

found that the government 

had failed to show why the 

travel ban needed to be 

immediately reinstated” 

according to the 

Washington Post. It seems 

that our fundamental 

principle of checks and 

balances keeps our 

president accountable for 

what laws he enacts.  

In keeping with national 

security President Trump 

is also pursuing diplomatic 

relations with Xi Jinping 

president of China and 

Kim Jung-un of North 

Korea, who are immediate 

challenges to the U.S. The 

Chinese are threatened by 

North Koreans, whom are 

testing out nuclear 

missiles continually, 

and being border 

neighbors make 

relations explosive. 
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There is the third 

border factor of Russia and 

its speculative long 

reaching arms into 

Americas presidential 

outcome. Alleged Russian 

cyber-attacks that hacked 

the Democratic National 

Committee brings 

alarming reactions, 

especially since our 

president speaks so 

positively of Putin. Talking 

tough, Newsweek 

columnist Melik Kayan, 

said that he’s seen Trump’s 

political rhetoric being pro 

Putin, pro country, long 

before this election. Putin 

has good political relations 

with China and is likened 

to Stalin in that he wants to 

perpetuate his power, 

according to Jerome A. 

Cohen professor of 

Chinese law at N.Y. 

University School. Russia 

believes that whomever 

controls the Eurasian land 

mass is the greatest 

political power to contend 

with. 

A British Intelligence 

officer Christopher Steel 

was a Russian specialist for 

the 

Secret Intelligence 

Service, recently went 

underground after 

publicizing information 

(dossier) between Putin 

and Trump and is being 

protected by MI6. This 

dossier allegedly states that 

Russia has pertinent 

information on Trump, in 

which time will reveal 

what part Russia played in 

the 2016 presidential 

election and in funneling 

money into his campaign. 

Russia is exercising her 

influence on many 

countries such as France, 

whom received sizable 

loans from Russian banks 

as well. Syria’s regime was 

backed up by Russian 

forces and Ukraine was 

taken over and is part of 

Russia now. Putin’s tough 

talk on terrorism may be 

the draw for Trump in his 

quest to annihilate 

terrorism, common ground 

as Putin is also brokering a 

peace process with Turkey 

and Iran.  

Meanwhile Trump states 

that there are over 40 

Muslim countries but that 

he is only targeting 

Terrorist nations.  We have 

to ask ourselves what a real 

solution looks like in 

countering terrorist 

attacks? Whom is being 

manipulated by whom? 

What do our enemies really 

look like? Will America 

become an island unto 

herself, or will she see 

through eyes of 

compassion and 

discernment. 

By: Celeste Riley
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Building Your 
Resume: 
How to Get More 
from Your School 
 
 Many students are not aware of the 

several programs, clubs, and organizations 

Southwest offers. For programs that fit 

certain majors, students can go to 

www.southwest.tn.edu, click Student Services 

on the red bar of the homepage, and under 

Student Life, click Clubs and Organizations 

where you can browse all the ways to get 

involved. Getting involved will help students 

stand out when they are looking to transfer to 

a four-year school, or find a job. Two 

programs and clubs that do not require you to 

be in a particular major is the SMARTS 

program and the Honors Academy. 

 The SMARTS (Southwest Mentors 

Advancing Retention, Teamwork and 

Success) program is a mentor program for 

students who would like to have someone 

support and guide them as they continue their 

Southwest journey.  

 “The mission of SMARTS is to 

develop supportive relationships between 

faculty/staff and students to provide campus 

advocates, resource information, guidance, 

and problem solving methods in order to 

encourage students to advance toward 

completion of a certificate or degree and 

ultimately, enter a career of choice.” 

 

When a student is paired with their 

mentor, the mentor will work with them on 

completing their college education and the 

academic program, encourage you to get 

more involved with the faculty, staff, and 

fellow students, and have them receive 

recognition at student award programs and 

other media events. The student 

qualifications for this program include: must 

be a new or returning Southwest student, 

commit to partner at least one semester with 

a mentor, and commit to attend SMARTS 

meetings or events. You will be expected to 

meet with your mentor once a week, however 

they will work with you if you need to 

reschedule. 

 If you enjoy learning and want to 

meet people who love art, literature, the 

theater, and intelligent conversation, the 

Honors Academy might be the place for you.  

 “The goal of the Honors Academy at 

Southwest is to ensure the best possible 

education for students who wish to pursue 

educational enrichment both in and out of the 

classroom. Our program highlights academic 

achievement and creative talent, provides 

educational opportunities for exceptional 

students, and continuously works toward 

raising the intellectual and cultural climate of 

the college community. The program is 

Saluqi Report 

  

http://www.southwest.tn.edu/
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designed to provide rigorous academic 

engagement that challenges students to 

perform at the upper limits of their abilities. 

Honors is especially directed toward students 

who want more out of college than mere 

grades. Using eclectic, student centered 

approaches to teaching and learning, students 

and faculty explore significant issues and 

scholarly activities both on and off campus. 

Study, travel and community service are 

integral parts of both the program and course 

offerings. 

The development of exceptional leadership, 

inquiry, and thinking skills in students is a 

primary purpose of the program. 

Emphasizing team teaching, 

interdisciplinary themes, original documents, 

critical thinking, and creatively researched 

assignments, all course offerings meet 

general education, major area, or elective 

credit criteria.” 

- Honors Academy Homepage  

Requirements to become a member of the 

Honors Academy are to have a 3.0 GPA or 

an ACT score of 21 or above. By joining the 

honors academy, students are given the 

opportunity to receive an honors diploma, 

engage in service learning, get informed on 

study abroad opportunities, travel to other 2-

4 year colleges, participate in 

local/state/regional/national conferences, 

have special study environments, collaborate 

with community leaders, and interact with 

students who are very passionate about their 

education. The Honors Academy group goes 

on regular outings that can range from an 

evening at the symphony or theater or going 

to observe lectures.  

 I have been involved with both 

programs, and I have not been disappointed. 

My mentor, Thomas Cole, has helped make 

my Southwest experience successful by 

guiding me through papers, programs, and 

simply just having someone to talk to. Doug 

Branch of the Honors Academy has been 

delightful by consistently giving me 

opportunities to be involved with the 

academy and bringing my attention to certain 

assignments that could potentially build my 

resume and make me more involved with 

Southwest.  

 For more information, please see the 

programs’ homepage by clicking on Clubs 

and Organizations on the Southwest website.  

By: Sophia Hahn 
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Memphis Islamic 
Center and Heart 
Song Church Come 

Together: 
 
 There has been tension and hate 

surfacing rapidly as we start off 2017, in 

response to the decisions being made in 

Washington. However, the Memphis Islamic 

Center and the Heart Song Church is setting 

the example of what it really means to “Love 

thy neighbor.” MIC moved across the street 

from Heart song in 2009, and Heart song 

welcomed them warmly. When the mosque 

was under construction during Ramadan, the 

church opened the doors of their main 

sanctuary so that the people of the MIC 

would have somewhere to pray. Over the 

years, the two congregations began arranging 

regular events such as picnics and even 

celebrating Thanksgiving together. This 

friendship gained international attention 

during the 10th anniversary of 9/11 because 

of their solidarity. While pastor Terry Jones 

was burning copies of the Koran in Florida, 

Heart song brought hope for humanity. The 

newest development between the two is the 

pending Friendship Park. The project will 

come to an estimated total of $12 million 

dollars and will call for eight to twenty acres 

of land. The park will be connected by a 

bridge and two steel trees at either end. The 

park also has plans for a café on the bridge 

for refreshments and conversation, and 

amphitheater that would be used for 

performances, presentations, and “Let’s 

Connect: stations. 

The stations will give people the opportunity 

to connect with people all over the world, 

featuring several language translations. This 

will be possible via translation software that 

allows people to hear and communicate in 

their native tongue. The park is also said to 

include playgrounds, a ropes course, 

waterfalls, splash lagoons for the kids, adult 

exercise equipment, and a water garden. The 

master plan for the site was made possible 

with a $40,000.00 grant from the Green print 

consortium. The Assisi Foundation also 

issued a grant to help gather the materials for 

the fundraising. The park is hoped to 

establish a relationship with Shelby County 

Schools to teach students about diversity. 

Pastor Steve Stone hopes that the park 

becomes a place where people can be issued 

friendship awards, help put a stop to 

bullying, and even become a place for 

cultural fairs and weddings. Most 

importantly, it is also hoped to be a place to 

establish friendships.  

By: Sophia Hahn 
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Student Spotlight  
 

Ammar Alkaifi is a current student at 

Southwest and the University of Memphis. 

He will graduate in the fall of 2017 and 

pursue his degree in Dentistry at UT Tech in 

2018. I met Ammar in Biology II and was 

strict by his friendliness, respectfulness, 

work ethic and positive attitude. Ammar was 

born in Ibb, Yemen and lived there for most 

of his life. His father started a business in 

America back in the late 1990’s, and became 

an American citizen. Ammar has traveled to 

Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Jordan. In 

2013 Ammar and his family came to the 

United States and became American citizens. 

They first lived in Brooklyn, N.Y. where 

their relatives live at, where he enjoyed the 

cultural diversity and freedom of religion 

there. He was impressed with the beautiful 

architecture and the fact that N.Y. never 

sleeps. 

Later that year they settled in 

Memphis, since his dad’s family business is 

here. Ammar’s thoughts of Memphis are 

that” it’s a good place for Business and 

Education, but not good for family due to 

crime.” When I asked if his family was ever 

a victim of crime here in Memphis he stated 

that his cousin was shot at a gas station at 

point blank but survived, but his uncle was 

shot and killed in a separate incident both 

crimes involved robbery. 

I also asked what his views are on the 

President banning immigrants from his 

country. He stated that he understands that 

the President has to protect this country, but 

why only ban immigrants from those 7 

countries? He makes a good point that 

“citizens from Egypt are not banned even 

though the mastermind behind 9/11 was 

Egyptian”. Yet CNN reports that K.S.M., the 

mastermind of 9/11 was born in Pakistan, 

raised in Kuwait, lived in Afghanistan and 

eventually went to two universities here in 

the U.S. Yet these countries are not banned 

which gives us food for thought as to why? 

I was curious as a Muslim what he 

thought of ISIS, Al- Queda and Islamic 

terrorism? Ammar said that those words are 

just as offensive and hurtful as N---er. He 

believes that those who are carrying out 

terrorism are not Muslim because in his 

words” to kill one person is to kill everyone, 

its unpardonable”. He believes we’re all 

accountable for our actions and everything 

we do is written down in a book by the 

angels.  
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This is why he believes that a 

true Muslim lives with true intentions 

towards Allah, to help the poor, women are 

to dress respectfully, pray, and live in peace 

according to the Koran and Hadith.  

            Ammar states that to him the U.S. is 

like Yemen, it’s his home. He is a Muslim 

American and that everyone here has the 

right to practice their religion, and culture 

because everyone is an individual. He said 

racism destroys America, but was happy to 

see protests of Americans supporting 

Muslims. He concluded by stating that if he 

had to enlist in the U.S. armed forces then he 

would do so and fight ISIS as a Muslim 

America to protect his home.  

By: Celeste Riley 

        

 

 

 

 

 

Tennessee Reconnect: 
Drive to 55 
 

The Tennessee Promise is rapidly 

expanding and giving even more people a 

chance to get a college education without 

having to pay tuition. Governor Bill Haslam 

is currently planning a way to offer a free 

college education to adults and recent high 

school graduates. The pilot for this program 

will start in the 2017-2018 school year. 

Restrictions under the current reconnect act 

have been removed, making it easier for 

working parents to go to college. The 

restrictions that have been lifted include: 

having to be out of school for a year, have 

30 hours towards an associate’s degree, and 

to take a minimum of nine hours.  The 

minimum hours have dropped to six, versus 

the Tennessee Promise’s twelve-hour 

minimum.  

 “Tennessee Reconnect is the Drive 

to 55 initiatives to help more adults 

complete a postsecondary degree or 

credential. Tennessee has between 900,000 

and 1 million adults with some college but 

no degree. It is impossible to achieve the 

mission of the Drive to 55 without re-

engaging these students and helping them 

finish their degree or certificate. As part of 

Tennessee Reconnect, all Tennessee adults 

can now attend and earn a diploma or 

certificate at any of our 27 Tennessee 

Colleges of Applied Technology (TCATs) 

completely free of tuition and fees.” 

- Driveto55.org/ 

For more information, please go to 

tnreconnect.gov 

By: Sophia Hahn 
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Faculty Spotlight

 

Born and raised in 

Memphis, Mrs. Pam Riddick-

Carroll knows the ins and outs 

of Memphis city schooling. A 

Geography professor at 

Southwest Community 

College, Mrs. Riddick works 

as an adjunct mainly on the 

Maxine-Smith campus. I 

attend her Geography 1010 

class at this gorgeous campus. 

While I do love learning about 

weather and climate, this has 

been my favorite class for a 

different reason. This 

professor’s teaching style is 

profoundly hands-on as well as 

active. Typically, a student is 

overworked and exhausted so 

when attending classes, they  

 

start daydreaming of sleep. Not 

in Mrs. Riddick’s class. She 

zooms from one side of the 

room to the other side with a 

flashlight so the students can 

understand what she is 

teaching. Mrs. Riddick 

describes herself as a “science 

geek.” She was a Park Ranger, 

receptionist for a small 

company, and also works at 

the Pink Palace. “I’m someone 

that knows a little about a lot,” 

explains Mrs. Riddick. This 

professor never stops learning 

and encourages her students to 

follow her example. She ended 

up working for Southwest 

Community College when they 

called her looking for new  

 

professors. She says she loves 

working for Southwest even 

though the pay isn’t 

outstanding. Her favorite 

aspect about working at the 

college would be the self-

government. “Stay focused,” 

Professor Riddick told me as I 

began to walk out. She 

continued, “follow-up, apply to 

life, pay attention so you can 

learn…”  Being a student is 

equivalent to a full time job if 

not more serious. The work is 

tedious and tiresome. Professor 

Riddick’s words resonated 

with me after all you know 

what they say, “When the 

going gets tough, the tough get 

going,”    By: Naomi Riley
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This is our Softball team headed 

by coach K. Gentry who's been at 

Southwest coaching since 2000. He 

mentors them to learn how to 

"successfully manage their time with 

school, practice and games". These 

Ladies come from all over the U.S., as 

far as Colorado, Alabama, Sparta, M.S., 

Whitehaven, Hardeman, Covington and 

Bartlett. Three are returning teammates 

and all will bring their best this season 

for all 61 games. They will travel as far 

as Poteau, OK. for 4 games and play at 

N.E.M.S Community College for 5 

games. The season starts Feb.10-April 

8,2017. Check out NJCAATV.com to 

view all games and support our Softball 

team. Our hope is that one year we will 

have funds to build a beautiful Softball 

field to play and host games at 

Southwest. Go Saluqi's! 

 

 

 

 

 

2017-18 Signees 

Hannah Finley, P/1B, Munford 

HighSchool 

Sydney McLerran, IF/OF, Clay County 

HighSchool 

Kelsey Moss, OF, Munford HighSchool 

Cailin Stricklin, IF/OF, Hardin County 

HighSchool  

Alinda Tucker, OF, White Station 

HighSchool 

 

 
 

Saluqi Sports 
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